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New Innovative Aico Website, Designed By Customers

Aico Ltd., the market leader in residential Fire and Carbon 
Monoxide (CO) Alarms in the UK, has launched a brand-new 
website - www.aico.co.uk - built around customer feedback, in 
order to enhance its customers’experience.
Aico spent a significant period of time prior to designing the new 
site, speaking and listening to its customers about what currently 
works well for them and what they would like to see going 
forward.
One of the key features of Aico’s new website is being able to 
search for products via new, easy to use filters such as Series, 
Technology, Power Sources and any Accessories that may be 
needed, as well as a specific product search function.
The new website is also built around an easier navigation system, aiming to make it as easy as possible for customers to find what they need as 
quickly as possible. As Michelle Duffy, Sales Office Manager, Aico comments: “It is important to us that our customers can navigate their way 
around our website with no complications.  The feedback process was vital to us to make this process as easy as possible.”
An events calendar has also been added for customers to see where Aico will be exhibiting in advance of each show. 
With the recent updates to Legislation, the ‘Technical Support’ page needed to be clear and informative. Andrew Speake, National Technical 
Manager, Aico states: “Supporting our customers with best practice is essential and with the latest changes to BS 5839-6:2019 we have provided 
these changes on the website in a clear format”.   www.aico.co.uk

Happy 20th Anniversary JS Air Curtains

Founded in 1999, JS Air Curtains is celebrating two decades of 
preventing doorway draughts across the UK. The West Sussex 
based air curtain specialist is still located at its original head office 
in Rustington, but has grown from having around 90 units in its 
catalogue to offering over 450 air curtains. Commenting on the 
anniversary, JS Air Curtains’ UK sales manager, Kerry Jones, said, “The 
Company’s successful growth over the last 20 years has largely been 
due to offering a comprehensive range of air curtain styles, supported 
by friendly expert advice at very competitive prices.”

Kerry continues, “We are extremely proud of this milestone in our 
history and are really appreciative of the tremendous dedication and 
enthusiasm of the employees who have helped us on our journey. We 
would also like to thank all the amazing customers who have trusted 
us over the years to design and supply their air curtain systems.” 
Major milestones for JS Air Curtains across the last two decades 
include being the founding organisation of the Air Curtains Group at 
the Federation of Environmental Trade Associations (FETA), helping 
design solutions for some of the UK’s most prestigious buildings, 
like the Royal Albert Hall and the V&A Museum, and being acquired 
by the Condair Group in 2011. You can find out more by visiting the 
company’s website at  www.jsaircurtains.com.

comar5P.i ADVANCED

Comar’s Design Team brief was to specifically meet architectural demands; low 
U-values, matching slim sight lines for both the casement and tilt/turn windows, 
large glazing pocket for acoustic glass, Secured by Design and large sizes. For our 
fabrication and contractor partners, performance with built in fast-track fabrication 
and installation.   

The technology from the Comar 9P.i system has been incorporated into the Comar 5P.i 
window range. This ensures the Comar 5P.i Advanced Casement and Tilt/Turn window 
system integrates seamlessly into Comar 9P.i framing and creates the option for standalone 
high performance windows, up to 2.5m high with U-values as low at 0.77.  BIM Models 
available at Comar Partners: www.comar-alu.co.uk/login/.

Latest Thermal Break Technology Produces the  
Next Generation of Windows.

For more information about 
comar5P.i ADVANCED please contact us:

Tel:  0208 8685 9685
Email:  projects@parksidegroup.co.uk
Web:  www.comar-alu.co.uk 

Notes from the Comar 
design team...

The latest thermal 
break technology 
including foam.

Fast-track semi unitised 
construction for floor to 

ceiling glazing.

Windows hang direct from 
the Comar 9P.i Frame as 
well as rebated doors.

With thermal foam and 
triple glazing, U-values are 
reduced to 0.77, creating a 

future proof solution. 

BIM ready.

Large 62mm glazing 
pocket for acoustic 
or triple glazed glass.

Slim sight lines for 
both the casement 

and tilt/turn.

 ARCHITECTURAL  ALUMINIUM  SYSTEMS

Window Of Opportunity For Tom

GEZE UK has a new sales manager for window technology systems. 
Tom Hammerton joins the company with a background in field sales, 
telesales and customer service. 
He will be responsible for the distribution and installation sales of 
natural smoke and environmental ventilation systems, managing 
existing customer relationships and establishing new ones.
He has valuable experience within a variety of sales environments 
having worked 
initially 
for Manuli 
Packaging in 
both customer 
service and 
telesales roles 
and FineCal 
Labels where 
his sales 
success saw 
him work on 
both sides of 
the company – managing consumer markets and distributors. 
At GEZE UK, Tom will help manage and deliver sales targets, will be 
involved with surveying sites and liaise with other teams to progress 
project management and workflow.
He said: “I am delighted to be given the opportunity to build my 
reputation within a company as renowned as GEZE and tackle the 
evolving needs of the sector. My experience in customer service and 
sales has helped me in listening to customer requirements and in 
doing so, develop good relationships, by advising on solutions that 
will best meet their needs.”
Andy Howland, sales and marketing director for GEZE UK, said: “I 
would like to welcome Tom to the team. Although he is new to the 
industry, his core skills and desire to absorb knowledge of our business 
make him the ideal candidate for future success.”   www.geze.co.uk
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The Latest Guidance On Balcony Fire Risk
The government advice, issued in June 2019, will have widespread 
implications for the assessment and management of balcony fire 
risk. Will Forbes, Technical Project Lead at balcony specialist Neaco, 
explains their likely impact.

The Grenfell disaster gave rise to new Building (Amendment) 
Regulations in December 2018, requiring stricter fire safety 
compliance for new, refurbished and converted residential buildings 
with a floor above 18 metres from the ground. Architects, developers 
and contractors have been adjusting to those changes, but the 
recent Barking balcony fires have prompted a new government 
publication, Advice Note on Balconies in Residential Buildings, which 
will have a wider impact. It applies to all existing residential buildings 
with multiple dwellings, irrespective of their height.` The Ministry 
of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) issued 
the document on 24 June, recommending fire risk assessments on 
existing buildings which have potentially serious implications for 
building owners in particular. In many cases they could result in 
retrospective measures such as the replacement of balcony flooring 
materials.

Key requirements
The Advice Note sets out clear responsibilities for building owners, 
stating that they “should be aware of the materials used in the 
construction of their external wall, including the construction of 
balconies and the potential for any horizontal and vertical fire spread 
due to their arrangement on the external wall. These should be 
considered as part of any fire risk assessment.”  The December 2018 
amendment to the Building Regulations only expressly prohibits 
the use of combustible materials in buildings with a floor above 18 
metres in height.  However, the Advice Note states that building 

owners should “ensure that they understand the materials used in 
the construction of existing balconies, irrespective of the building 
height. Building owners should assess the associated risk of external 
fire spread and take appropriate action to manage this risk and to 
ensure compliance with the principle set out in Requirement B4 of 
the Building Regulations.” B4 refers to external fire spread and the 
Advice Note also cites paragraph 12.5 of Approved Document B 
which sets out that “the external envelope of a building should not 
provide a medium for fire spread if it is likely to be a risk to health or 
safety.” 

Meeting requirements
The Advice Notes states that “the removal and replacement of any 
combustible material used in balcony construction is the clearest way 
to prevent external fire spread from balconies and therefore to meet 
the intention of building regulation requirements and this should 
occur as soon as practical.” The final part of that statement suggests 
a need for urgency. The new document identifies the new Building 
(Amendment) Regulations as key reference point for assessing the 
fire risk of balconies on existing buildings. These regulations require 
the use of use materials that are A2-s1, d0 rated or Class A1 under 
the European classification system (Euroclass) set out in the standard 
BS EN 13501-1 subject to exemptions. 

These standards have a significant impact on the compliance of 
existing decking and flooring materials. Various materials with 
elements of wood, including composite decking products, were 
previously compliant but are no longer permissible under the new 
Building (Amendment) Regulations as they are not A2-s1, d0 rated or 
class A1 under Euroclass. In meeting the requirements outlined in the 
Advice Note, building owners need to be mindful of these standards 

when assessing the fire risk of their existing balcony decking.

Aluminium has become an exceptionally popular choice of balcony 
decking as it provides unequivocal compliance as an A1 Euroclass-
rated material. It is lightweight yet strong, providing exceptional 
spanning capabilities which reduce the need for structural supports. 
This is an especially useful attribute in buildings where timber joists 
need to be removed from balconies in order to meet compliance. 
As a corrosive-free metal with a design life of at least 60-100 years, 
aluminium also represents a long-term, maintenance-free solution for 
building owners.  

Conclusions
Whilst the Building (Amendment) Regulations addressed a general 
need to improve fire safety on external wall systems and balconies, 
a response to the dangers starkly illustrated by Grenfell, the latest 
government advice focuses on the specific risks involved in balconies 
which were brought to widespread attention by the Barking fires. 
It’s certainly a belated measure: the problem was highlighted over 
three years ago when BRE Global published ‘Fire safety issues with 
balconies’ (a report which is acknowledged in the government’s 
Advice Note). Nevertheless, it’s a welcome step in the right direction 
and will lead to improvements in safety for building occupants. 

It is not yet clear what regulatory authority will be responsible for 
overseeing the requirements expressed in the Advice Note. The 
document also omits any clarification regarding how compliance 
will be enforced. However, one point is clear: there is growing and 
irreversible momentum for change in the way we assess and address 
fire safety in our buildings. Considering their health and safety duties 

to residents and the view of the MHCLG, it would be prudent for 
building owners to follow the guidance set out in the document.

Seeking expert advice
Navigating government guidelines and building regulations can 
be a daunting prospect, but expert advice can make the route 
to compliance relatively easy and stress-free. The Advice Note 
recommends that building owners seek professional advice from an 
appropriately qualified and competent professional such as a fire 
engineer or construction professional with significant knowledge and 
experience of fire safety.  Specialist manufacturers can play a valuable 
advisory role in helping building owners to assess the combustibility 
of the materials used in balconies.  With protection against external 
fires becoming an increasingly prominent issue, they can impart 
their experience to help architects, contractors, facilities managers 
and building owners who are seeking to minimise fire risk on their 
properties.   www.neaco.co.uk
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Comar Launch The ECO LT Window & Door Systems
Comar profiles have thicker walls providing extra strength and durability 
for the British market, ensuring that Comar performs. Designed 
specifically for the British Market and offering a truly British engineered 
solution.

Comar ECO LT is a newly launched aluminium window and door system 
designed for the trade and installer market, where a competitive price 
yet the highest installed performance is required. Sightlines have been 
minimised whilst not sacrificing product performance. Large sizes come 
as standard from the same range of profiles. 

With low U-values, energy ratings of A++ and Document Q compliance 
with Secured by Design status this is a feature rich system which 
guarantees a quality installation. 

Comar ECO LT is a lightweight version of the ECO range, but the 
aluminium profiles wall thickness has not been sacrificed, ensuring 
guaranteed long-term performance. Due to Comar’s robust British 
design the size and weight limitations surpass the competition on a size 
by size basis. 

5P.I ECO LT - Aluminium Window System
Comar 5P.i ECO LT Aluminium Casement Window System has both 
internally and externally glazed options. With the resurgence of slim 
aluminium high security externally beaded with sloped beads minimises 
the sight lines and maximises daylight. The square chamfered profiles 
are a distinctive feature of this system, keeping the square look of a 
truly aluminium solution. 

For Ovolo feature the ECO range seamlessly suites in: No matter the 
situation Comar 5P.i ECO LT delivers.

7P.i ECO LT - Aluminium Door System
Comar 7P.i ECO LT Aluminium Door System has both inward and 
outward opening options in single or double door combinations. There 
are two thresholds available high weather performance and low-rise for 
seamless balcony terrace integration. 

Comar 7P.i ECO LT door has been designed to provide high 
performance solutions for today’s specification demands. Utilising 
Comar’s trademark P.i. (Polyamide Insulation) thermal break technology, 
it delivers superior thermal performance with an aesthetic edge. 

Aesthetics come from its slim 55mm profiles, seamlessly integrating 
with the Comar 5P.i ECO LT casement window system. Comar 7P.i 
ECO LT has been tested to BS 6375 which ensures the door performs 
well against the rigours of the British weather, reducing draughts and 
providing excellent weather proofing. 

Security concerns are alleviated with the Comar 7P.i ECO LT door 
exceeding the requirements of PAS 24:2016.
www.comar-alu.co.uk

“This Is Your Captain Speaking” – Can You Hear Me?

Stansted Airport College, part of Harlow College, was a 
few years in the making. A relationship was developed with 
Manchester Airport Group over a period of 5 years to secure 
the acre of land and get their buy-in for the proposed college. 
London Stansted Airport is the third busiest airport in London, 
carrying 25 million passengers a year to more than 190 
destinations in 40 countries around the world. 

With just one runway serving all take off and landings, and 
the college’s location not far from the end of it, noise was 
a big concern for those using the facility. Selectaglaze was 
approached to help provide a solution with secondary glazing. 
Although generally used in Listed buildings, they can also 
provide much needed additional performance for new builds 
in areas of high traffic or near major transportation hubs. Acoustic tests have shown that Selectaglaze secondary glazing can provide a 45dB 
reduction if set 200mm from a single glazed primary window with 6mm glass. 

Selectaglaze went onto install 32 units across the site with their Series 10 - 2 and 3 pane horizontal sliders and a Series 41 casement door. 
All were installed with a cavity of 200mm and tightly sealed. Not only have the staff and students already seen the enormous acoustic 
benefit of the secondary glazing, but they should also gain from thermal insulation it provides and the added security. Selectaglaze is the 
leading specialist in secondary glazing, established in 1966 and Royal Warrant Holder since 2004. Selectaglaze will be showcasing a variety of 
secondary glazing products at London Build from the 27th – 28th November, Olympia London at Stand F30.    www.selectaglaze.co.uk

TORMAX recently completed the installation of an elegant automatic glass 
entrance system at Gloucester Cathedral, ensuring all visitors receive a warm 
welcome to come and enjoy this magnificent building.  Creating a light and 
airy lobby area, two sets of glass sliding doors provide access into the Norman 
Nave, the main visitor entrance.  Powered by unique TORMAX iMotion 2202 
operators, the doors silently slide open as people approach thanks to advance 
engineering and design that ensures a level of reliability that is unsurpassed 
in the marketplace.  “With over 400,000 people visiting each year and 
a tradition of welcome going back to our roots as a Benedictine Abbey, 
Gloucester Cathedral’s front doors are in constant use,” said Lorna Giles, Head 
of Visitor Experience at the Cathedral.

“Our new glazed draught lobby lets our visitors see into the Cathedral 
on arrival and the new automatic doors have improved visitor flow whilst 
helping to demonstrate that all are welcome.” The new entrance has been 
completed as part of Project Pilgrim, an ambitious ten-year programme of 
capital development, regeneration and community engagement at Gloucester 
Cathedral.  Aiming to improve accessibility throughout the Cathedral, Project 
Pilgrim has included the installation of ramps and two platform lifts, as well as 
making the Lady Chapel wheelchair accessible and introducing a multi-sensory 
layered interpretation scheme that enhances the visitor experience for people 
of all learning abilities.  

TORMAX was engaged to replace the existing wooden Edwardian doors with automatic glass doors that perfectly blend with the ecclesiastical 
aesthetics of the Cathedral.  Housed in an elegant casing that measures just 100mm high, the iMotion 2202 door operator is particularly 
inconspicuous, making it ideal for a traditional setting such as this.  Vibration-absorbent mountings on the guide rails ensure quiet opening and 
closing of the doors, helping maintain the hushed atmosphere inside the Cathedral.   www.tormax.co.uk

Ecclesiastical Access Solution
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The Future Of Fixings
The desire to create building façades which reflect modern 
designs has prompted the need for external wall insulation 
fixing systems that can meet a new and demanding range of 
requirements. Greg Astill of Sto Ltd looks at one of the modern 
alternatives which is proving to be increasingly popular.

The ever-growing drive towards creating more energy-efficient 
and sustainable buildings is focusing increasing attention on areas 
such as external wall insulation (EWI). EWI has many benefits to 
offer, not least its ability to reduce heat loss through walls and 
so minimize both the energy used to heat and cool the building, 
and the associated costs. Yet while architects are working 
increasingly hard to incorporate higher levels of EWI into their 
buildings, they are also looking to create building façades which 
reflect modern designs.  Buildings that incorporate large areas of 
smooth, seamless exterior render for a dramatic visual statement, 
or large, curved wall surfaces which are equally popular, have to 
incorporate the required levels of EWI into their design so that 
they are as thermally efficient as they are visually attractive. 

The practicalities of achieving these design features on a new 
building can place specific demands on the fixing system that 
is used to install the EWI. The EWI itself sits behind the finished 
surface, and so the fixing system must enable the creation of 
large, perfectly level planes, or dramatic curves, onto which the 
final exterior surface will be applied. If the project in question 
involves refurbishing an existing building, this can be an even 
more challenging prospect, as the EWI must often be fixed to 
uneven substrates, but still with the ability to creating an even, 
exterior surface.

In recent years, this situation has created a demand for new EWI 
fixing systems which allow the creation of perfectly seamless 
surfaces that are ready to receive the external render, and this 
has led to the introduction of innovative new solutions such as 
Sto-Rotofix. This unique, strong and extremely flexible EWI fixing 
system combines the ease-of-use of traditional EWI anchors, with 
the cavity created with a mechanical rail system. One of its main 
advantages however, is that it also allows for a very high degree 

of adjustment during the installation process. The EWI boards can be applied to the substrate, and then 
adjusted quickly and easily to ensure that a level surface is created, ready to accept an external render. 
This enables both smooth exterior planes and dramatic curves to be produced with ease, compared to 
alternative fixing systems.

Compatible with either mineral-fibre 
or EPS insulation systems, Sto-Rotofix 
uses a series of strong, reinforced 
plastic spiral fixings which are 
inserted into the insulation. These are 
fixed into the substrate, creating a 
cavity behind the insulation board. 

The system’s spiral fixings then allow 
the insulation boards to be adjusted 
independently, ensuring each board 
fits perfectly with its neighbour. 
Curved façades pose no problems 
either, as the system allows these 
to be created without any of the 
difficulties traditionally associated 
with rail systems. The enables 
smooth and consistent surfaces, 
whether flat or curved, to be created 
with relative ease.

This type of practicality is a key feature of Sto-Rotofix. Having fewer components than comparable 
fixing solutions, the system is quicker to install. This also makes estimating and ordering a much simpler 

and more accurate task, and with no shims 
and rail components to worry about, the 
need for on-site rail-cutting is eliminated, 
which also reduces the volume of waste to 
dispose of.

Sto-Rotofix offers another important benefit 
which becomes apparent as the system is 
installed. Unlike a traditional rail system 
where the individual fixings are quickly 

covered up as the insulation boards are applied, Sto-Rotofix allows the number fixings that have been 
used, and their positioning, to be seen clearly, even after the installation of the boards is complete. This 
makes it easy to check that the correct installation procedures have been followed, and reduces the 
likelihood of problems occurring in future.

Sto-Rotofix can also be used with virtually any substrate, from concrete and aerated concrete block or 
uncoated and coated dense masonry, through to cement particle board and even sheathing boards on 
a lightweight steel frame. This makes this fixing system suited to refurbishment or new build projects, 
where varying substrates may have to be accommodated.

Two versions of Sto-Rotofix are available, which allow 
the system to be used with a wide range of insulation 
thicknesses. Sto-Rotofix Plus is compatible with insulation 
thicknesses between 80mm and 300mm, and is designed 
to provide maximum wind-load resistance, and used 
to create cavities between 20mm and 70mm deep. 
Sto-Rotofix Mini is ideal for applications where thinner 
insulation is required and can accommodate insulation 
thicknesses between 60 - 120mm. 

The Sto-Rotofix system is supported by a full training service which the company offers, and Sto’s 
experienced Technical Advisors are able to provide practical on-site installation support to ensure that 
the insulation is installed reliably and effectively on every project.
www.sto.co.uk

The number of Sto-Rotofix fixings used, and their positioning, can 

be seen clearly, even after the installation of insulation boards - this 

makes it easy to check that the correct installation procedures have 

been followed.

Sto-Rotofix uses a series of strong, 

reinforced plastic spiral fixings which are 

inserted into the insulation and then fixed 

into the substrate.

Sto-Rotofix Plus is designed to provide 

maximum wind-load resistance and can be used 

to create cavities between 20mm and 70mm 

deep.

Sto-Rotofix Mini is ideal for applications 

where thinner insulation is used.

The design features on modern buildings can place specific demands on 
the fixing system used to install external wall insulation.
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Simple Orientation Mark Enhances Classic Ancon 
Serrated Washer Design

Ancon has made a simple improvement to one of its smallest, but most 
utilised, stainless steel building components to benefit installers of its 
masonry support systems.
An orientation guide, in the form of two horizontal square ridges, has 
been incorporated into the design of the classic serrated washer that 
Ancon supplies with 
its masonry support 
brackets. 
The square ridges, 
added to the back 
of the washer, 
correspond to the 
line of the serrations 
on the opposite 
side that faces away 
from the user during 
installation. 
The new design 
makes it quicker and 
easier for installers to orientate the serrated washer correctly. Users do 
not need to view the serrated face before installing the washer and can 
quickly identify how best to correct any rotation that may occur as the 
fixing bolt is tightened. 
The improved design also enables site supervisors to verify the correct 
orientation of washers along a line of installed brackets with a quick 
visual check. The method by which Ancon masonry support is fixed 
to a structural frame is simple, safe and reliable, and provides vertical 
adjustment in 3mm increments. www.ancon.co.uk

A WORLD OF SIGNS TO  
TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY

Signbox signs change everything. They’re transforming 

buildings from functional structures into unforgettable 

landmarks, turning settings into eye-catching scenic 

masterpieces and bringing spaces to life like no other.

For over 30 years, Signbox has remained the first name in 

aspirational signage solutions that push the boundaries of 

innovation and challenge convention. It’s all thanks to our  

great British design and engineering brilliance – and an  

intrinsic desire to look at signage differently. 

It’s a philosophy that works. Our award-winning signage 

strategies are borne from a freethinking creative energy and 

technical mastery of revolutionary materials and processes  

and they’re hard at work for brands and clients around the  

world for everyone to see.

Everyone has a story.

Signbox helps brands find the best way to tell it.
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BS 5839-6:2019: All The Information You Need, In Your 
Pocket, Courtesy Of Aico

With the recent changes 
to BS 5839-6:2019, Aico – 
the UK’s market leader in 
domestic mains powered 
Fire and Carbon Monoxide 
Alarms - has condensed 
the information into a 
pocket-sized guide.
British Standard BS 5839-
6:2019 covers specific 
recommendations for 
fire alarm systems in all 
domestic premises and 
covers both new-build 
and existing properties. 
The standard contains a 
large amount of detail on 
all aspects relating to the 
design and installation of 
fire alarm systems, including the type of alarm to install and the areas 
of the property to protect.  
To further support customers with the changes, Aico has updated 
its counter mat for Wholesalers. The counter mat has a picture of a 
house with alarms in situ, providing the information about where to 
site alarms conforming to the changes in BS 5839-6:2019 Table 1.  
Visit  www.aico.co.uk or email marketing@aico.co.uk to order your 
free pocket sized guide.

Pegler Launches VSH MultiPress System to UK Market

Leading manufacturer of integrated piping systems, Pegler, has 
announced the latest addition to its market leading portfolio of brands 
with the launch of VSH MultiPress. A new multilayer pipe system, 
VSH MultiPress, incorporates many revolutionary features as part of 
both its design and molecular construction that set it apart from other 
plastic piping systems.  The secret of VSH MultiPress pipe lies in the 

aluminium layer with additional inner and outer layers of polyethene 
(PE-X) and the way these layers are linked delivers enhanced resistance 
to loads generated by internal pressure and high temperature. The 
aluminium means there is minimum linear expansion, which delivers 
a performance comparable with copper, while the smooth surface 
prevents the buildup of scale and other debris making VSH MultiPress 
pipes corrosion and wear resistant, yet at the same time ensuring 
minimum pressure loss.  The VSH MultiPress system incorporates many 
benefits for a variety of applications in domestic and light commercial 
plumbing projects. 
Its heat free nature ensures that no hot works are needed whilst 
ease and the speed in which a quality joint can be made will not only 
provide the installer with reassurance but also the ability to reduce 
time spent on site.  In addition, the thermal memory of the pipe can 
reduce the number of fittings needed and therefore provide cost 
savings in terms of materials used and time on site. 
www.pegleryorkshire.co.uk

High Capacity Litter Bin With Traditional Style

The new Square Heritage 240L litterbin from Leafield Environmental 
is designed to reduce the number of individual litter units required or 
decrease the frequency with which bins need emptying. It houses a 
240 litre wheelie bin which 
makes emptying an easy 
proposition while reducing 
the risk of injury by manual 
handling and speeding 
up the overall collection 
process. 
Made from 100% recycled, 
UV stabilised medium 
density polyethylene 
(MDPE), the Square 
Heritage 240L has a 
double-skin wall structure for ultimate rigidity and durability while 
the lack of a base floor makes locating and removing the wheelie bin 
an easier proposition. A moulded-in ground fixing facility enhances 
stability while the ribbed exterior discourages flyposting and graffiti.
The large front ‘lift and drop’ door provides safe and easy access to 
a standard 240litre wheelie bin. It has ‘slam shut’ multi-point locking 
mechanism, a heavy duty, automotive grade, corrosion free lock and a 
concealed hinge with a flush finish.    www.leafieldrecycle.com
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Rinnai 1600I Gas-Fired Water Heaters 
Delivering Energy And Cost Efficiency
Now available is Rinnai’s ErP A-rated Infinity 1600 range of continuous 
flow condensing gas fired water heaters, designed to deliver the most 
energy efficient and cost competitive hot water heating units to any UK 
site or application. 

Rinnai manufactures over 2 million 
hot water heating units each year 
and so can offer advantageous 
cost savings for installers and end 
users.  The units are probably the 
most competitively priced type of 
their kind currently available to 
the UK sector.

The company’s low-NOx Infinity 
HDC 1600i models utilise 
Rinnai’s patented pre-mix burner 
technology with a 14-1 turn down 
ratio – the largest on the market – 
of 58.4kw-4.05kw with extremely 
quiet operation.

Integral controls on the units 
enable the water heater to achieve 
high efficiencies whether locally 
or integrated into a building 

management system. In reducing Legionella proliferation, Rinnai has 
developed additional ‘SMART’ controls for secondary return DHW 
systems in the form of an advanced temperature control system which 
allows for safe running of water at 42°C core temperature during the 
day and 60°C overnight.  

Another Rinnai innovation addresses an age-old industry problem with 
hot water delivery - lime scale build-up. The company’s integrated scale 
control system is an innovative solution and comes in the form of an LC 
(lime check) code on the display of the controller. 

Ultimately, ongoing use with hard water may shorten the lifespan 
of conventional water heating appliances and systems. To safeguard 
against this Rinnai units continually self-monitor for lime scale deposits 
around the heat exchanger. If a lime scale build-up is identified, 
a message is sent to the built-in interface panel on the front of 
the appliance.  The message is displayed as ‘LC’, which alerts the 
homeowner to contact a Rinnai service agent to perform a lime scale 
flush to clear the potentially harmful deposits.  

The industry uptake of Rinnai’s series of low-NOx high efficiency 
products is that continuous flow heater systems are proven to be more 
energy efficient than conventional storage systems and are increasingly 
the experts’ preferred method of hot water provision. Rinnai units 
easily cater for any size projects that need high volumes of water at 
intermittent times of day. 

The Rinnai Infinity 1600i offers condensing technology with up to 
107% gross efficiency, ultra-low-NOx of less than 20 ppm, a widely 
expansive modulation range of 54kW-4kW and high flow rates of 
37/ltr/min. Add to these benefits, the peace of mind of an extended 
warranty, a top A-rating exceeding the demands of  eco-labelling 
legislation, and the knowledge that the HDC1600 is future-proofed 
against future regulatory and legislative changes.

For more information on the RINNAI product range visit
www.rinnaiuk.com
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SALICE are renowned 
for designing and 
manufacturing 
furniture systems for 
kitchens, bathrooms 
and bedrooms 
where technological 
innovation is paired 
with functionality and 
design.

Constantly striving to enhance their range, their Series B hinges now 
offer new technological features for even greater levels of performance.  
An integrated silicone-oil damper delivers a soft and gradual closing 
action for doors of all sizes in any application. This hinge is also 
available with the Push self-opening system for handle-less doors. A 
slight pressure is sufficient for the door to self-open.

Both versions are equipped with a new fixing system that allows them 
to be fitted to doors with a minimum thickness of 8 mm. The extremely 
reduced thickness enables the use of the doors in denser and special 
materials, such as ceramic, cement and quartz composite as well as 
HPL, HDF and MDF.

Also available in the futuristic Titanium finish, the Series B hinges are 
fully adjustable in three directions and are compatible with all Salice 
mounting plates.

For further information on the SALICE product range please telephone 
01480 413831 or visit www.saliceuk.co.uk

Salice Series B Hinges 
Offers New Features
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#10 Tips To Give Customers 
A Useable, Accessible Toilet

The potential risk of flushing £0000s down the toilet 
can now be avoided for venues wanting to open 
their doors to disabled customers. Closomat, the 
country’s leading supplier and installer of Changing 
Places assisted accessible toilets, has produced a quick 
reference checklist to help all involved in the design and 
provision of the facilities get it right. 
The guide is available for free download from the 
company’s website www.closomat.co.uk, via the 
resources/ away from home tabs.
“Working as closely with those that need Changing 
Places toilets as we do, we get to hear about the spectrum of problems they encounter, even though a venue has tried to open its doors to them,” 
explains Kelvin Grimes, Closomat away from home project manager. “It can be something as simple as the toilet is not signed, so they can’t even 
find it. It can be something as fundamental as insufficient ceiling height to use the hoist to lift their loved one from a wheelchair, or the hoist not 
reaching crucial fixtures such as the WC!   “Big or small, the issues are enough to prevent those that need Changing Places being able to use the 
facilities that are available. That means the venue has wasted the capital investment. Hopefully our guide will help get it right going forward, so the 
venues benefit from their investment, and users benefit from having a toilet they CAN use.”
Changing Places toilets are an additional provision over and above conventional wheelchair-accessible toilets. Whilst currently a ‘desirable’ option, 
there may soon be legislative changes making their provision compulsory. 
Changing Places provide more space and equipment, to enable people who need help to deal with their intimate hygiene when away from home to 
do so in an appropriate environment. Closomat was the original sponsor of the campaign for Changing Places when it began over a decade ago. 
www.closomat.co.uk

The Quiet Fun Solution

The London Gunnnersbury Park Museum is a perfect 
example of how high-performance acoustic solutions can 
solve the problem of noise in public and leisure places. As 
design trends continue towards minimal furniture and hard 
surfaces, it becomes increasingly important to reconcile 
aesthetics with personal comfort.
As part of its Heritage Lottery Funded redevelopment, 
London’s once-neglected Gunnersbury Park Museum has 
been transformed. It now boasts new gallery and learning 
spaces as well as a brand-new exhibit telling the stories of 
local people. A new addition to the Regency Mansion is 
the pavilion, originally designed to house both the catering 
facilities and horse-drawn carriages that are a large part 
of the Park’s heritage. When considering its redesign, the 
architects wanted to create a space that would provide a hub for the Park. It needed to be a space that emotionally connected with visitors to the 
Museum and regular users of the Park. 
With this in mind, the designers decided to specify Troldtekt panels. With their natural look and feel and acoustic properties, they were the ideal 
solution for the ceiling. It allowed them to use harder surface materials elsewhere to suit the architecture of the pavilion. 
Path Design says, “We needed to ensure that we addressed what could be a relatively hard interior because of the heavy floors we needed for 
high traffic catering and the predominantly glazed elevations. As such, we looked to soften acoustically the space to reduce the background noise 
generated by the open kitchen and coffee machines, along with the general noise created by visitors.”
Troldtekt panels are commonly specified throughout the UK and Europe to improve the interior acoustic environment. They offer high sound 
absorption, high durability, natural breathability and low cost life cycle performance in addition to inherent sustainability.
More information is available from www.troldtekt.com. Samples, case studies and technical information are easily sourced from tel 01978 664255 
or visit www.troldtekt.co.uk. 
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Rinnai - ‘E’ Before ‘I’ Or Vice Versa?
Rinnai offers big performance, heavy duty, diminutive appliances that 
offer virtually limitless volumes of hot water at useable temperatures – 
all through engineering design and excellence. And both ‘E’ (external) 
- and ‘I’ (internal) versions are offered. Here Chris Goggin, Rinnai 
Operations Director, explains the why and the where of using either 
model to suit the application. 

Gas fired appliances such as 
hot water heating units or 
domestic or light commercial 
boilers tend to be wall hung 
on the interior of a site. Having 
a unit sited internally on a 
kitchen wall or a plant room 
makes for convenience for the 
end-user and for the installer or 
contractor in terms of installation, maintenance or servicing.

However, external models of hot water heating units have become 
increasingly popular. We are seeing more and more units sold as 
installers seem to be favouring external siting for a variety of reasons.

Firstly, having a gas fired unit internally has its own restrictions – lack 
of internal space, flueing restrictions and impediments, exact siting 
for installer convenience, inspections etc. On external units a whole 
stack of advantages come into play -  starting with the fact that it is 
a gas fired appliance and it is outside habitable space; and with no 
need for a flue there’s greater flexibility on exactly where you place the 
unit; it is easier to service and maintain; all units have robust casings 
and comprehensive weather controls, for example a Rinnai external 
appliance is frost protected down to minus 25ºC. 

All these factors add up to possible economies for the end user and 
ease of installation for the installer.

Rinnai offer several units in both external – ‘E’ - and internal – ‘I’ - 
models. They are in the more heavy-duty part of our product range – 
1600, 1500, 55 but also at the smaller end - the 17e.

Rinnai’s HDC1600i/e low NOx, gas-fired continuous flow water heater, 
delivers commercial qualities of hot water, up to 37 litres per minute on 
demand - to any site and application. And they are ErP ‘A’ rated.

The Rinnai external version HDC1200e gives end users 105.5% net 
efficiency* because the condensing process delivers up to 95% thermal 
efficiency, translating to significant energy savings when compared to 
standard tankless water heaters.

All of which makes the HDC continuous flow hot water range by far 
the best option for all types of applications. With a continuous flow 
water heater you can never run out of hot water no matter how 
many individual baths or showers or delivery points are being used 
simultaneously. 

The only time the unit is using energy is when there is a demand, in 
other words it is only burning gas when a tap or shower is being run 
and, design improvements by Rinnai have increased the lowered NOx 
levels and increased efficiencies to market ready levels.

The Rinnai 17e is designed for use directly off the mains, with no need 
for large, ungainly storage vessels. Weighing just 17kg and measuring 
503mmH x 355.6mmW x 181mmD the Rinnai 17e has been developed 
to allow maximum flexibility as it can be easily mounted on an external 
wall thereby eliminating the need for flueing and freeing up valuable 
interior space. This feature gives greater flexibility at the design stage 
and can offer an alternative solution where flue runs are problematic or 
internal space is not available. 

A range of external ancillary items including a pipe cover box and 
security cage are available where necessary. Capable of flow rates of 
up to 510 litres per hour at a 50°C rise, the 17e is suitable for multiple 
applications, such as cafés, small restaurants and kitchen facilities.

For more information visit www.rinnaiuk.com
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“We have done little advertising and have relied on word of mouth and 
regular presence in the press by way of PR and editorial promoting our 
constantly growing portfolio of projects, however, the growth would not 
have been possible without our dedicated, customer facing, technical 
and procurement teams.  

With their extensive knowledge of the UK industry we communicated 
our strengths and most importantly, met our promises of support and 
delivery times.  We also have an experienced back office team and R&D 
facility in Poland who offer a package of technical support.  Honouring 
site deliveries with our fabricators has put us in place for future work on 
many projects and something we have capitalised on.

“One of the growth systems in our portfolio has been our fire rated 
windows, doors and curtain wall systems.  When we brought these 
systems to the UK, the market for fire rated aluminium systems was in 
its early growth cycle.  By introducing these systems to specifiers, where 
there was a project requirement, has enabled us to range build with our 
other non-fire rated systems which offer a perfect match keeping the all 
important glazing sight-lines.  I believe we still lead the field in this 
technology as currently we are the only systems company in the UK that 
can offer a cap-less fire rated curtain wall system, our MB SR50NEI EFEKT 
which is tested to EI60 and certified by Certifire warrington.

What are your future plans for the UK
“We have plans to double the offices and warehouse space this year 
in Altrincham to provide a showroom and media centre for specifiers.  
Together with this facility we also have an active office and ‘drop-in’ 
showroom at the Business Design Centre at Islington to support our 
growing number of specifiers using our systems in the South East.  We 
also regularly interview for new staff as we continue to expand our team.
New systems are also in the pipeline, some dedicated to the UK, but you 
will have to keep an eye out in the media for the launch of these new 
systems and services. I would say that we continue plan for future growth 
and strengthen our position as a strong, reliable supplier despite the UK 
being in uncertain times.

Serving the whole of the UK and Ireland, Aluprof UK’s head office and 
warehouse facility is located in Altrincham, Cheshire.  Aluprof systems 
are increasingly being specified on a wide range of residential and 
commercial projects across the UK.  Systems are designed, fabricated and 
installed by selected, specially trained local companies, to ensure each 
fabricated product meets Aluprof’s exacting standards.

Further information is available on the company’s website at www.
aluprof.co.uk and specialist advice is available directly from Aluprof’s UK 
head offices on +44 (0) 161 941 4005 or from their London office, based 
at the Business Design Centre, Islington, on +44 (0) 207 288 6415.

Established in the UK in 2006, 
Aluprof has grown in the UK 
to become one of the major 
players in the UK facade 
industry.  With so many active 
facade systems companies 
operating in the UK, how did 
Aluprof succeed in taking a 
sizeable portion of the UK 
market?  Wojciech Brozyna, 
MD of Aluprof UK, answers 
some of these questions:

So why break into the UK market when it was so well-established 
back in 2006?

“In Poland we have always viewed the UK as a challenge for us, we knew 
that it would not be easy to set up and gain projects from a virtually 
unknown system such as ours.  We had the benefit of logistics behind 
us, as we were already exporting from Poland to several other European 
countries and  believed we had a good grasp of product delivery, offering 
an on time and complete order fulfilment.  Added to the logistics, we 
had won several awards for our systems in Poland and believed that our 
product range could take on any other system currently available in the 
European market at that time.

“The market crash in 2008 possibly helped us grow as fast as we did in 
the early years as fabricators in the UK looked for alternative systems 
which were a little more competitively priced.  At this time we were ready 
with stocked product in Poland and planning two deliveries per week to 
the UK.  As a result specifications were switched to Aluprof, we delivered 
on our promises and these early adopters of Aluprof systems continue to 
be valued customers today.”

How did you penetrate the UK market in the early days being virtually 
unknown?

“We decided to send a small team over from Poland, which included 
myself and several other employees who knew our systems very well.  We 
then interviewed and took on a small team of enthusiastic people who 
could also see the benefits in our systems and services.  It is these early 
members of staff who promoted our systems and helped us gain our first 
projects.  The majority of the original staff are still vital members of our 

team today.

“To create awareness, we joined several associations in the UK and 
supported their meetings and events.  Our approach was quite simple, 
we believed that our systems could stand up alongside any other system 
and perform as well, if not better than our competitors.  We revealed the 
credibility of our offer which  was enthusiastically accepted in the UK by 

specifiers and facade companies.  The UK has always had a passion for 
European style systems and we did not disappoint!”

How have you kept up with the growth of Aluprof in the UK?
“When we were looking at the UK back in 2005, we decided that a central 
base for our office and warehouse facility would be preferential, so we 
decided to settle in the Manchester area which gave us close access to all 
the major conurbations across the British Isles.  From our initial offices 
and warehouse in Norman Road, Altrincham, we moved seven years ago 
to a new, larger unit at Altrincham Business Park.

“Whilst we do carry some stock material in our Altrincham warehouse, 
most projects are supplied direct from our huge warehouse facility located 
in Bielsko-Biała.  With just a two day shipping window, we continue to 
supply complete orders across to the UK on a weekly basis.”

“In order to keep up with the growth and support our customers, four 

years ago we started to offer fabricated product as well as systems.  This 
has gone down very well with our customers, as it has allowed them to 
take on larger projects and at the same time eased their own fabrication 
programming.”

How have you persuaded specifiers to use your range of systems?

 www.aluprof.co.uk

THE RISE OF 
ALUPROF IN 
THE UK

An interview with Wojciech Brozyna Managing Director of Aluprof UK Limited
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Safe Access For The New Albukhary Foundation Gallery Of The Islamic World

Bilco UK supplied twenty one special size Ladder Access Roof Hatches to the British Museum’s newest gallery.  After three years of careful 
planning, research and collaboration the Albukhary Foundation Gallery of the Islamic World opened in October 2018.
The new, permanent, exhibition space is a result of the renovation 
and joining together of two beautiful Victorian galleries located in the 
‘White Wing’ area of the Museum.  The galleries had been closed for 
several years as they were in need of renovation.  The roof of the White 
Wing was originally laid in lead but was later replaced with copper in 
the 1960s.  As part of the refurbishment of the two galleries it was 
decided to return the roof to its original lead design. 
Ladder access was required to the roof void area to allow for routine 
maintenance activities.  The SS-50TB Roof Hatches were made to order 
as they were required in a larger non-standard size, 1215mm x 915mm, 
than the standard stock sizes.  The hatches were also manufactured 
with a PPC finish to blend in with the new roof.  
The SS-50TB is engineered with compression spring operators to 
provide smooth, easy, one-hand operation, regardless of the size of 
the hatch. An automatic hold-open arm locks the cover in the open 
position to ensure safe egress and a grip handle allows for easy, one-
hand release and closing.  This one-hand operation of the SS-50TB, to a 
fully open or closed position, enables the ladder user to maintain three 
points of contact at all times. 
The SS-50TB is the perfect solution for projects where regular roof 
access is required and safety is paramount. The roof hatch meets all the requirements of the Manual Handling Operating Regulations (MHOR) 
1992. 
The Ladder Access Roof Hatches are fitted with a closed-cell EPDM sponge gasket, as standard, to help ensure weather tightness, energy 
efficiency and to meet Building Regulation Air Leakage targets.       www.bilcouk.co.uk.

Thermoblock Combats Cold Bridging For 
New Leisure Facilities At Fife Holiday Park

The construction of a new swimming pool and play park 
at a caravan and holiday lodge complex, set in a stunning 
location on the coast of Fife, is making full use of the unique 
insulating and load-carrying attributes offered by Marmox 
Thermoblocks.
Clayton Caravan Park is a well-established destination, just 
minutes from the historic town of St. Andrews with its world 
famous St. Andrews Links golf courses. The new facilities 
have been designed by Montgomery Forgan Associates from 
nearby Cupar, while Pert Bruce Construction of Montrose 
is the main contractor for the prestigious and challenging 
project. 
With its fully enclosed and well insulated steel framed 
structure, the new swimming pool and play park will offer 
year round enjoyment for not only those staying in the 

caravans and lodge homes, but also the wider public. A key element to this energy saving design is preventing cold-bridging 
occurring around the perimeter to the building’s in-situ reinforced concrete floor where it meets the external walls, with its 140mm 
thick block inner leaf, infilling the cold-rolled steel columns.
Pert Bruce Construction is also making use of the Marmox MSP 360 sealant as an adhesive to complete the stepped overlay joints 
between the individual Thermoblock units. The thermoblocks are available in widths of 100, 140 or 215mm and are formed from 
sections of XPS (extruded polystyrene) encapsulating two rows of high strength, epoxy concrete mini-columns. These are attached 
at either end to the top and bottom layers of glass-fibre reinforced polymer concrete, to ensure a good bond with the rest of the 
structure. Crucially, a variety of details have been thermally modelled by the BRE to provide insulation values for use in SAP or other 
calculations avoiding the punishing ‘default’ figure.
www.marmox.co.uk

Retractable And In-Ground Power Units 
Offer Clear Path To Marina Safety

Replacing traditional service bollards with retractable, pop up service 
units or in ground units could help minimise health and safety risks at 
marinas and moorings, whilst maintaining high quality facilities and 
providing easy user access to electricity and water.
The comprehensive range of retractable service units and in ground 
power units from Pop Up Power Supplies® is already helping marina 
and mooring owners and operators across the UK and Ireland to 
reduce clutter on jetties and docksides, as well as the potential for 
accidents. 
By switching to a service unit that can be raised or lowered as and 
when required, the power and water source is only there when you 
need it and hidden when you don’t, meaning that fewer obstacles will 
impede important pedestrian routes to access boats and marina services.
Pop Up Power Supplies® offers a range of four pop up, retractable units which are also known as telescopic feeder pillars. These can be 
raised out of the ground with ease using a turning handled and be configured to provide access to up to a 125 amps single or 3 phase 
incoming supply for electricity, as well as water, gas and telephone. 
Robust and engineered to last, the units are encased in a stainless steel and concrete structure, and the lid is available in stainless steel or cast 
iron with a recess if needed to accommodate the required ground surface.
In ground power units offer a solution that can be operated whilst still in the ground for continuous unattended use, which can be ideal in 
locations where space is at a premium. The flip lids are raised manually and are gas strut assisted, enabling cables to be connected to power 
sockets without the service unit becoming an obstruction on a pedestrian route. 
They are ideal for use in more public areas as their design minimises the potential for damage owing to vandalism, because they operate 
with the lid locked down with only the power cable protruding.  Pop Up Power Supplies® offers a range of six in ground units, from the Slim 
250mm unit, right up to the 700mm x 500mm PUPS02 – 7050-for providing total power of up to 125 amps. All feature recessed covers to 
accept paving or other types of surface to achieve a seamless visual result. www.popuppower.co.uk

Aerospace company Blue 
Origin’s vast new 70,000 
square metre factory in 
Kennedy Space Centre's 
Exploration Park in Florida is 
now manufacturing ‘Glenn’ 
rockets for launches at Cape 
Canaveral 10 miles away. 
In addition, it is expected 
that the factory's upper-
level spaces will be used as 
launch control for the space 
vehicles including those 
recently announced for the 
new manned missions to the 

moon. Owned by Amazon founder Jeff Bezos, the Blue Origin building features specially-designed Kalwall® translucent cladding which has 
been used across the top of the building in a clerestory design. Manufactured with a bespoke face sheet to match the corporate colour 
scheme, 100’s square metres of Kalwall transmits high quality diffused daylight into the structure whilst also solving the twin requirements 
of privacy and security. Interestingly, the use of a bespoke coloured face sheet does not affect the quality of light internally.
Kalwall offers complete line-of-sight protection, maintaining privacy for building occupants and operations while throwing diffused 
daylighting deep into the interior space. It also eliminates shadows and glare and the stark contrasts of light and shade making it safer for 
within. The system also enhances simplicity in external design by negating the need for blinds, curtains or solar control.  
In the United States, Kalwall is accepted as one of the core materials for the construction of secure locations. It can be configured to 
exceed Large Missile D hurricane compliance for wind-borne debris protection making it suitable for facilities needing enhanced protection 
or serving critical national defence functions. It can also be manufactured for blast resistance and is compliant with ASIAD, DoD, GSA anti-
terrorism, ATFP and UFC. 
The exterior face is colour stable and includes a UV resistant, self-cleaning surface. This means that normal rainfall helps to keep the 
surface free of dust and dirt while at the same time retaining its original colour during the weathering process.
www.structura-uk.com/kalwall

Photo courtesy of Destination Brevard

Kalwall Rockets Away
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Yeoman Rainguard Perfect For Old Chapel Cottage
Originally a Methodist Chapel built in 1841, now converted to a 
home, The Old Chapel Cottage boasts both charming traditional 
local architecture and stunning views over Nidderdale, an area of 
outstanding beauty in North Yorkshire.

When the current owners, Mr & Mrs 
Simpson, moved into the property 
they were keen to improve certain 
aspects of the cottage which included 
the replacement of the old dis-
coloured and worn PVC gutters and 
downpipes along with the rotting 
timber fascia.

Wanting to replace these 
empathetically and in keeping with 
the age and location of the property, 
the Simpsons sourced Yeoman 
Rainguard’s products after a visit to 
their stand at the Homebuilding & 

Renovating Show in Harrogate.

Yeoman Rainguard 130 x 100mm deep flow XL Aluminium gutters 
were installed on the cottage and adjoining garage to accommodate 
the water flow rates from the pitched roof. 75mm Dia. XL Aluminium 
downpipes were added topped off with attractive Motif cast aluminium 
rainwater hoppers.

Offering a bespoke design service Yeoman Rainguard were able to 
accommodate some of the more unusual off sets and projection 
configurations required to ensure a perfect watertight rainwater system 
on this project.

Finished in a durable black textured polyester powder coating, the new 
gutters, downpipes and accessories not only have a heritage look that 
complements the character of the cottage but offer a maintenance free 
lifecycle of 30 years or more.   

The Rotting timber fascia was replaced with Yeoman Rainguard “N 
Type” fascia board, manufactured from GRP – glass reinforced polyester 
– it’s flexible and lightweight with exceptionally hard wearing, strong 
properties. Supplied in black to partner with the rainwater goods, this 
smart looking product will again give a life expectancy of 30 years plus.

“When looking to update the rainwater goods after the house 
purchase, we were keen to choose something that would fit the 
look, age & character of the building as well as be efficient & long 
lasting.  The team at Yeoman Rainguard helped us to choose the right 
products & configuration for the project.  We also chose Yeoman 
Rainguard to perform the installation and were delighted with both the 
installation process and the result.” Helen & Mark Simpson.

For more information on Yeoman Rainguard’s rainwater systems go to 
www.rainguard.co.uk or call 0113 279 5854. 

Crittall Booked For Library 
Transformation

One of Northern Ireland’s most popular 20th 
century libraries has been refurbished and extended 
with Crittall Windows helping to retain its unique 
character.
Coleraine Library was built in 1969 in Brutalist style 
on a restricted site at a town centre road junction. 
The task of designing a complete makeover that 
nonetheless respected the original features of 
the Grade B2 listed building fell to Belfast-based 
Hamilton Architects. 
The original three-storey building was circular 
in plan with a distinctive saw-tooth window 
configuration on the first and second floors. Project 
architect Nicola Donnelly says: “The building was 
listed a few years ago and so we were required to 
provide a like-for-like window replacement. The 
existing steel windows were replaced with the same slim steel frames but with a much improved thermal performance.”
Crittall W20 windows were specified for the contract, with polyester powder coated white frames they contribute to the overall 
light and airy feel of the redesigned library interior. The double-glazed, weatherstripped windows suit perfectly a heritage building 
with a modern purpose. 
The space available has been augmented by the addition of two three-storey wings but these are deliberately restrained in their 
design so as not to detract from the building’s characteristic circular appearance. 
Designed and constructed to achieve a BREEAM Very Good certification Coleraine Library now provides users with vastly improved 
facilities. The £2.3m refurbishment was funded by the Northern Ireland Department for Communities. 
www.crittall-windows.co.uk

Outdoor Power Supplies Delivered With Elegance

Good design for the public realm can often be undermined 
by the practical need to provide access to power, water and 
other services, particularly in pedestrianised high streets, 
plazas, squares and marketplaces, as well as parks and the 
grounds of large buildings.
Recognising this, UK company Pop Up Power Supplies® 
offers a fresh perspective on balancing visual appeal with 
safe, secure services access. Its range of elegantly designed 
power bollards, which are often referred to as utility 
bollards or service bollards, gives architects, town centre 
managers, facilities managers and local authority specifiers 
the opportunity to develop their public spaces in a way that 

maximises visual appeal, instead of having to choosing more functional, utilitarian feeder pillars.
Power bollards can provide between 220 and 400 volts and up to 125A of power, with the standard configuration being 2, 4, 6 or 8 CEE 
sockets offering 16/32A with protection. In addition to electricity, the bollards can be specified to provide access to sound systems, water 
supplies, gas, compressed air systems, RJ jacks, voice/data connections and audio/video connectors. The design can also incorporate an LED 
light diffuser.
With a stainless steel encasement, the power bollards from Pop Up Power Supplies® come in four contemporary designs, with three standard 
diameters available. For superb visual appeal, the power bollards are available in crude, brushed or mirror polished finishes and can be colour 
matched by powder coating in any RAL colour or custom painted, including with logos or airbrushed.
George Parker, Director of Pop Up Power Supplies® says: “Our power bollards are designed to provide a reliable and efficient outdoor power 
supply in a bollard format that is pleasing on the eye. The stainless steel bollards are elegant in design to match other street furniture but 
compact enough to avoid adding clutter in busy public areas and pedestrian routes, and even making their own statement as a design feature.”
Pop Up Power Supplies® offers specialist specification and design support for the provision of utilities and services to outdoor spaces using its 
range of power bollards, with detailed technical datasheets available to download at www.popuppower.co.uk. 
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Corridors Refreshed With Yeoman Shield 
Wall & Door Protection
Following in the footsteps of a string of successful installations at the 
Northern General Hospital, Sheffield, Yeoman Shield products were 
again chosen as part of the refurbishment of the hospital’s Firth C & D 
floor corridors. With the need to refresh the interior walls and doors, as 
well as future proof them from further damage and marking, a variety 

of products from 
Yeoman Shield’s 
range were 
employed.

Corridor doors, 
on the frontline 
when it comes to 
impact damage, 
were fitted out 
with Yeoman 
Shield Door Edge 
Protectors and 

PVCu clad glazing beads in a graphite colour. Contrasting Mid Grey 
Door Protection Panels were installed to both sides of the doors with 
vulnerable architrave and framework also protected by Yeoman Shield 
products. 

This comprehensive, fire rated, door protection system will extend the 
life cycle of expensive fire doors helping to keep them in good working 
order. Yeoman Shield Guardian Handrails in the same colour scheme 
were fitted along the hospital passageways. Bespoke metal brackets 
were manufactured by Yeoman Shield to implement the spanning of 
the rail over pillars through out a glazed corridor.

Beneath the handrail 2mm thick FalmouthEx Wall Protection Panels 
were fixed to offer low level protection. A cream colour was chosen for 
the panels accompanied by Mid Grey Corner Protection Angles to keep 
a light and airy feel to the scheme.

Pete Trenchard, who specified and project managed the scheme on 
behalf of Sheffield Teaching Hospitals added “When carrying out 
improvements and refurbishment of the corridors, in line with the STH 
standard colour scheme and standard fit out, I was keen to incorporate 
the Yeoman Shield range of products to achieve a long-term solution.

“The specification of Yeoman Shield products on corridor walls, 
vulnerable corners, doors, frames & architraves, protects the fabric of 
the corridors without detracting from the visible aesthetic appearance 
expected of a hospital environment. I worked closely with the Yeoman 
Shield team through the design and specification phase, drawing on 
their expertise to find a cost-effective fit for purpose solution. The 
site survey and installation offered a start to finish package which has 
been contributory to the successful and well received outcome of the 
project”.

For information on Yeoman Shield wall & door protection products 
suitable for refurbishment projects go to www.yeomanshield.com or 
call 0113 279 5854.

Over 13 Schöck Product Variants At Hendon Waterside
Minimising energy use in buildings by improving thermal performance 
of the building envelope has become increasingly important in the drive 
for sustainability and energy efficiency. 

And the prevention of thermal bridging is critical with structural 
attachments such as balconies.  Ineffectual insulation at the connection 
points means local heat loss, resulting in more energy being required 
to maintain the internal temperature of the building. And while this is 
an important aspect of thermal bridging, there are other issues.  Low 
internal surface temperatures in the area of the thermal bridge can 
cause condensation.

This can lead not only to structural integrity problems with absorbent 
materials such as insulation products or plasterboard, but the 
potentially serious occurrence of mould growth. So for any large-scale 
project involving a variety of different balcony types, the prevention of 
thermal bridging is particularly important.            

Challenging variety of balcony types
One current project with a challenging variety of balconies is 
Hendon Waterside in North West London, a mixed tenure housing 
development.   Situated alongside the Brent Reservoir (known locally 
as the Welsh Harp and named after a public house which used to stand 
nearby), the scheme involves the regeneration of a 1960s housing 
estate being built in six phases and scheduled for completion in 2027.   

The masterplan will deliver around 2100 new homes consisting of 
social, affordable and private housing. These are being constructed 
in twenty-three  blocks, varying in height from three to twenty-three 
storeys – along with an imposing tower building of twenty-eight 

storeys – all of which offer attractive waterside views.  Also planned are 
new public parks, a primary school, community centre and commercial 
space for small cafes or shops.

Hundreds of variants in the Isokorb range
The construction of the many balconies involved vary in their design 
demands and to ensure the risk of thermal bridging is minimised, 
Schöck has supplied over thirteen different product variants. As the 
leading international supplier of structural thermal breaks, Schöck 
can provide a solution to practically every connectivity detail with 
the hundreds of variants available in its main Isokorb range; offering 
planners enormous freedom of design.

The Isokorb products used here are for concrete-to concrete and 
provide optimum solutions through the use of varying tension bar 
arrangements.   For example one type provides cantilever balcony 
connections and transfers both negative moments and positive shear 
forces. Another is a load-bearing thermal break element for transferring 
shear forces on supported balconies, recessed balconies and for 
occasional peak shear forces. Others transfer positive shear forces with 
point support, or transfer positive shear forces with point support and 
zero stress connection.

Totally verifiable performance
The products are for concrete-to-concrete connectivity at Hendon, but 
the comprehensive Isokorb range also offers solutions for concrete-to-
steel and steel-to-steel – and even a maintenance free alternative to 
wrapped parapets.   A requirement is that the temperature factor used 
to indicate condensation risk (fRSI) must be greater than, or equal to, 
0.75 for residential buildings. This is easily met by incorporating the 
Isokorb. 

The range also complies with the Government Standard Assessment 
Procedure, SAP 2012, concerning CO2 emissions from buildings and 
respectively heat losses through non-repeating thermal bridges.   
Products meet full compliance with the relevant UK building 
regulations, have NHBC approval and offer LABC Registration. There is 
also the security of independent BBA Certification.  

For a free copy of the Schöck Thermal Bridging Guide; the Schöck 
Specifiers Guide or to view the range of downloadable software, 
contact Schöck on 01865 290 890  or visit the website at www.
schoeck.co.uk 
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Hospital Corridor Walls Protected 
By Yeoman Shield

A busy access corridor linking one wing to another 
at a major Yorkshire Hospital now benefits from 
a wall protection system supplied and installed 
by Yeoman Shield.  200mm Protection Rail was 
fitted “flat-back” to the wall on one side of the 
access way with FalmouthEx Wall Protection Panels 
installed below the rail. Rubber stop ends/returns 
were applied to the rail as added defence against 
heavily laden trolleys and carts that may come into 
contact. 
The opposing wall was also offered protection by 
the same Yeoman Shield 200mm Protection Rail 
this time installed on 60mm “stand-off” allowing 
the system to become a supportive rail for those 
who require it.  The rail was again finished with the 
durable hardwearing rubber accessories. 
Matching 75 x 75 mm Corner Protection Angles 
were put on vulnerable corners on both sides of 
the walkway completing a comprehensive wall 
protection system that will help to reduce the time 
and money spent on redecoration and repair over 
the lifecycle of the building. 
www.yeomanshield.com  

Omnie Ground Source Solution For 
Unique Plymouth Property

After waiting a decade to gain planning permission to 
build their new home in a location steeped in British Naval 
history, a Devon couple were determined to optimise 
not just the views available, but also the technical 
specifications: choosing an OMNIE ground source heat 
pump to deliver the high hot water demand underfloor 
heating requirements throughout the spacious four 
bedroom property. 
The Modern Movement inspired, four-level structure stands 
in the grounds of Mount Stone House, close to Plymouth’s 
famous Royal William Yard, with a striking seascape visible 
from an upper vantage point in the terraced gardens.  
The owners have worked with architect, Miles Lynch 
and the main contractor, to optimise the spaces created, 
while Cornwall based heating and plumbing company 
is the building services and renewables specialist which 
recommended installing the OMNIE SWCV 92H1 ground 
source heat pump. The SWCV 92H1 meets DHW demand from the four en-suite bathrooms, kitchen, utility and cloakroom.  
Offering an output of up to 8.6kW, the highly efficient heat pump harvests renewable energy from three ground collectors 
inserted in 50m deep boreholes, which, drilled into the solid bedrock, reach down below sea level. 
A low temperature antifreeze solution circulates through the ground collectors, extracting heat from the rock and transfers it 
to the heat pump located in the home’s ground floor plant room. The compressor, at the heart of the SWCV 92H1, raises the 
bedrock temperature to provide hot water for a 400 litre cylinder set to 55ºC and the underfloor heating circuits operating with 
flow temperature of up to 40ºC.     www.omnie.co.uk

Howe Green Supplies Floor Access Covers For 
Inspirational University Building
Howe Green supplied over fifty aluminium floor access covers for 
the award winning Collaborative Teaching Laboratory (CTL) at the 
University of Birmingham’s Edgbaston Campus. The CTL is part of a 
£40 million plus investment by the university into Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) subjects.
The new purpose built CTL opened to undergraduate students in 
October 2018.  The unique facility comprises a wet laboratory, dry 
laboratory and e-laboratory and provides a hub for science and 
engineering teaching.  The multi-functional laboratories are ideal for 
subject-specific and cross-disciplinary teaching, practical classes and 
collaboration.
The CTL set up allows for a range of innovative and transformational 
teaching methods to be adopted and for staff time and resources to be 
used more efficiently.
The robust 6,700 m2 brick structure was designed by architects 
Sheppard Ross. It has won four awards in the RIBA West Midlands 
Awards 2019, including RIBA West Midlands Building of the Year.  The 
CTL has also achieved a BREEM Excellent standard and an EPC A Rating 
for efficiency.
The building design was meticulously detailed and the materials used 
were chosen to minimise maintenance and enhance the life expectancy 
of the building.
Howe Green 5000 Series Light Duty Aluminium and 7500 Series 
Medium Duty Aluminium Floor Access Covers were supplied to main 
contractor Morgan Sindall and were specified by Sheppard Ross.  The 

covers were installed by the team from Morgan Sindall and infilled with 
ceramic floor tiles. 
In addition to ceramic tiles the 5000 Series and 7500 Series can be 
used with marble, terrazzo, concrete, resin, wood or parquet flooring.   
The 5000 Series is suitable for use in areas with pedestrian traffic and 
the load performance of the 7500 Series is for cars and light delivery 
vehicles up to 5 tonnes pneumatic tyre load.
The access covers can be removed, safely and easily, for maintenance 
purposes with the use of lifting keys or Howe Green Access Cover 
Skates.  The access covers fit perfectly flush with their surround to avoid 
the risk of hazard from slips or trips.
Available as a single cover, a duct run or as a multipart unit the 5000 
and 7500 Series can be supplied in standard sizes from stock. If a 
custom size is required it can be manufactured to order at the Howe 
Green manufacturing facility in Hertfordshire. 
Howe Green has over thirty six years of experience in supplying floor 
access covers to the education sector.  Howe Green’s access covers can 
be found in many educational settings including John Moores University 
in Liverpool, St Bernadette’s Primary School in Antonshill, Scotland, and 
the University of Surrey.
If you would like Howe Green to assist with your requirement for a 
solution to access concealed building services located under hard 
flooring please call 01920 463230 or visit www.howegreen.com.
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FGS Creates Bespoke Glazing And 
Façade Designs For £67.4M New 
Student Centre At UCL

The glazed façades of the New Student 
Centre at University College London (UCL) 
have pushed the boundaries of curtain wall 
design, thanks to the technical expertise 
and bespoke design skills applied by Façade 
& Glazing Solutions (FGS). Appointed 
by main contractor Mace for their vast 
experience in technically challenging 
projects, FGS designed, supplied and 
installed Schuco curtain walling, windows 
and doors in a glazing contract worth 
£2.7m. Nicholas Hare Architects designed 
the inspiring £67.4m building to provide 
a progressive and flexible environment that enhances the lives of students and supports their needs and learning in the heart of the 
Bloomsbury campus. 
Designed to achieve exemplary sustainability targets (BREEAM Outstanding) the memorable building adds to UCL's rich heritage of 
distinguished architecture and strengthens the character of the public realm and the conservation area in which it sits, adjacent to the 
recently refurbished Bloomsbury Theatre. 
Key components of the truly student-focused building are 1,000 study spaces, a Student Enquiries Centre, a café, space for exhibitors, 
landscaped central courtyard and a striking atrium. The glass specification was driven by the sustainability targets and U-Values required 
(1.4 on average), which enabled FGS to determine the best performing coating required to meet the energy model calculations. Other 
challenges, particularly relating to the Gordon Street elevation, included projecting facades consisting of bronze anodised panels 
with concealed fixings, and bespoke mesh infill, as well as ensuring the structural integrity of projecting bay windows with integrated 
bespoke internal reveals.  www.fgs-uk.co.uk

Wraptite® Membrane Installed On High Rise Student 
Accommodation In Newcastle

Wraptite® airtightness membrane has been successfully installed on 
an impressive new luxury high-rise student accommodation project in 
Newcastle Upon Tyne.
Sub-contractor Halcyon 
Cladding & Roofing required 
a Class B fire rated air 
tightness membrane, which 
was able to comply with the 
requirements for buildings 
over 18m as specified within 
Approved Document B: Fire 
Safety November 2018 and 
as stipulated by the NHBC.
After in-depth consultation and technical briefings, the A.Proctor  
Group’s  Wraptite air barrier system was chosen. Wraptite offers a 
safer and simplified membrane system, conforms with the required 
Class B rating, and it provides a fully self-adhered vapour permeable 
air barrier certified by the BBA. The membrane bonds back to the 
substrate, ensuring a simplified design to achieve airtightness and easy 
installation method.  
Unlike internal air barriers, which can be complex and costly to 
install due to the need to accommodate building services such as 
electrical, lighting, heating and drainage systems, Wraptite was 
applied externally, quickly and easily to the substrate. The membrane 
will fully bond to virtually any substrate, requiring no mechanical 
attachment, seals or tapes to suppress air leakage around junctions or 
penetrations.
www.proctorgroup.com

Safe And Secure 
Windows With 
Heritage Appeal
A high specification security window that 
also respects the external appearance of 
heritage and historic buildings has been 
launched by Crittall Fendor.  The SwingVent 
Heritage window acknowledges the fact 
that many NHS and private healthcare 
providers occupy buildings that were 
designed and built in the Victorian era. In 
many cases these beautiful buildings are 
listed and altering or upgrading them so 
as to meet modern care requirements is 
challenging as local planners retain strict 
control on matters concerning external 
appearance. 

However, where the medical facility is 
one caring for people with mental health 
problems the windows need to be both 
extra safe and secure. The modern security 
window, that also meets current energy 
requirements, is popular in new build 
projects but is unsuited to older facades.
In order to remedy this Crittall Fendor has 
combined the qualities of the thermally 
broken steel framed T60 window specified 
extensively on heritage buildings with their 
very successful SwingVent. 

The T60 provides a traditional steel window 
external appearance while the inner 
SwingVent window presents the full range 
of special safety and security features. These 
include an anti-ligature flush internal frame 
so as to help prevent attempts at self-
harm. Patients can control their own level 
of ventilation through a specially designed 
ventilator with a flush control mechanism 

that cannot be forced. The slim steel frame maximises natural light and ventilation and double, triple, security grade, solar or acoustic glazing can 
be fitted depending on requirements. The window is available in top hung, side hung and fully fixed options and offers impressive U values. For 
example, SwingVent Heritage windows can achieve a U value of 1.5W/m2K with true divide line and as low as 1.1W/m2K with simulated divide 
lines and specialist thermal glass.

Feedback on the SwingVent Heritage window received by Crittall Fendor from the Design in Mental Health Network Exhibition is very positive and 
the company is already talking to healthcare providers who have a need for this window. www.crittall-windows.co.uk/specialist/healthcare

Sustainable House Benefits From Copper Rainwater 
System

If you want a natural looking and eco-friendly rainwater system then 
Copper gutters and down pipes from the Yeoman Rainguard range, 
as chosen by the owners of a charming detached residence in North 
Yorkshire, are 
the solution. 
With solar 
panels already 
in place the 
proprietors 
were keen to 
extend their 
sustainable 
ideas to a 
new rainwater 
system choosing a copper product for its natural attributes. Yeoman 
Rainguard 125 x 70mm copper half round gutters along with 80mm 
dia. downpipes were expertly fitted to the property by local contractor 
Robertson Building & Roofing Ltd of York.  Over time the bright finish 
will darken through natural oxidisation to, eventually, a beautiful 
green patina. This attractive finish looks perfect against natural stone, 
timber and red brick facades. 
The finish is not only pleasing to the eye but gives copper gutters 
and downpipes their own self-manufactured defence to corrosion, 
meaning a low maintenance lifecycle of over 50 years.  A copper 
rainwater system is also a perfect choice for those, as in this case, 
wanting to harvest rainwater because it is a natural biocide which 
prevents the build-up of algae.    www.rainguard.co.uk
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Hauraton 
High 
Capacity 
Drainage 
Systems 
Installed 
At Port 
Sunderland
The Port of Sunderland now 
boasts some impressive 
infrastructure and associated 
services. Municipally owned 
and situated on the south 
side of the River Wear, the 
latest wharf facilities now 
allow for multi materials 
handling. A fleet of fork 
lift trucks, from 4 tonne to 
29 tonne capacity have a 
wide range of attachments 
to meet all cargo handling 
requirements.

Additionally, a drop-sided 
HGV, an articulated tractor 
unit and two 40-tonne low-loaders are also available for transportation 
of cargoes within the port estate.

Designed to resist the rigours of site work, 180 metres of Hauraton 
RECYFIX® HICAP® 8000 high capacity channels were installed to drain 
the wharf area. Factory fitted with 14mm wide slotted ductile iron 
inlets, the channels comply with a loading class of F900 so can easily 
take the weight of the fully laden vehicles employed. Importantly, once installed the complete channel system is highly 
resilient to the twisting forces imposed by their wheels.

The RECYFIX® HICAP® one metre channels used each have a water capacity of 171.4 litres so the180 metre channel 
system installed is able to accept a water volume of 30852 litres. Trash boxes to match the channels were also supplied.  
www.drainage-projects.co.uk   

Magply Boards Offer Fire Protection For 
Peckham Apartments

A ‘shell & core’ style apartment development in 
one of South London’s up and coming districts is 
making use of Magply boards’ fire resistance and 
other performance characteristics, as the lining to a 
bespoke timber frame package. 
The five flats are being developed on land adjacent 
to Peckham Rye railway station by Unboxed Homes 
while main contractor, Mara Build has overseen all 
the service provisions and creation of the sub-
structure.  Cambridgeshire based White Haus is 
the timber frame specialist that has manufactured 
and erected the highly energy efficient structural 
envelope.  
Crucially, given the proximity of the building to 
neighbouring properties, 9mm Magply has been 
used to line the timber panels, before being 

sprayed with a polymer based membrane to achieve excellent airtightness. The purple finished Magply MgO boards are therefore 
the surface purchasers are presented with to fit out to their own specification and taste. 
Magply boards carry a range of international certifications while their fire performance has been verified through industry standard 
tests at the world famous Warrington fire research centre. 
Following a number of high profile blazes on building sites, such as at Hendon in North London, responsible timber frame 
manufacturers have been working to reduce their systems’ vulnerability to fire, and Magply provides far better performance than 
OSB also offering instant protection. Additionally, Magply’s unique production process keeps the chloride content to just 0.01%, 
enhancing both stability and long term durability.  www.magply.co.uk

Omnie Solutions Selected For Sustainable And Stylish Cornish 
Development

A South-west based specialist building services contractor has put together a full 
package of renewable and underfloor heating products, from the OMNIE range, to 
meet the energy and comfort ambitions for a striking new housing development on 
the Cornish coast. The nine properties at Bedruthan Steps, a few miles from Padstow, 
are being constructed by regional builder, Karn Havos Developments, while Sadler 
and Bourne from Liskard is the long-term supplier of OMNIE heating products, 
undertaking a full design and installation package for the heating, hot water and 
heat recovery ventilation systems. 

Site conditions at Bedruthan led the firm to propose the use of the compact, high 
performance LWD50 air source heat pumps along with 50mm Foilboard Floating 
panels over the concrete sub-floors, connected via the manufacturer’s Precision-Flo 
manifolds.  The three-bedroom dwellings’ inverted layout requires just a three-
port manifold upstairs where the lounge, dining area and kitchen are located to 
maximise the stunning views, while an eight-port version downstairs serves the three 
bedrooms, two en-suites, family bathroom and utility room. 

A 300-litre storage vessel is kept topped up with hot water by the LWD50 air source 
heat pump to serve the multiple outlets, while one of OMNIE’s fully designed 
mechanical ventilation and heat recovery systems using the widely specified ComfoQ 
350 HR units extracts moist air from the kitchen and bathrooms, supplying fresh 
warm air to the bedrooms and living areas.  Combined with the well insulated timber 
frame construction for the homes, the integrated OMNIE package and advanced 
electronic control systems will enable residents to maintain a comfortable living 
environment at a low cost, even when the worst of the Atlantic storms are blowing 
outside.  www.omnie.co.uk 
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Bringing New Meaning To Smart Pump Technology…ESi - Heating Controls For All Homes

New Generation Expansion Vessels - 
Now With A 15-Year Guarantee

New Tudor Hall Teaching Building Utilises 
GEC Anderson Technology

With the new Wilo Stratos-MAXO pump, designed and introduced for 
use in large residential projects and light commercial ones, Wilo has 
seen fit to define ‘smart’ to distinguish this incredible new pump from 
anything that has gone 
before.
The Wilo-Stratos 
MAXO offers greater 
efficiency, connectivity 
and comfort than ever 
before. It is the first 
pump which has an 
intuitive user interface – 
that makes installation 
and operation easier 
than ever before. By featuring innovative energy-saving functions and 
new control modes, it attains maximum system efficiency and the 
highest level of compatibility with existing systems.
Wilo understands a ‘smart-pump’ to be a new category of pumps, 
which goes far beyond its previous high-efficiency pumps or 
pumps with pump intelligence. Only the combination of the latest 
sensor technology and innovative control functions - for example 
Dynamic Adapt Plus and Multi-Flow Adaptation – bi-directional 
connectivity using Bluetooth, integrated analogue inputs, binary 
inputs and outputs, and the Wilo Net interface, software updates and 
excellent usability, thanks to the Setup Guide, the preview principle 
for predictive navigation and the tried and tested Green Button 
Technology – that’s what makes this pump, a smart-pump.
To find out more, visit www.wilo.co.uk.

ESi offers a range 
of programmers 
that enables 
the installer to 
comply with Part 
L of the Building 
Regulations, 
providing 
separate timed 
heating control 
for living and 
sleeping zones in 
a home, whilst 

also providing timed control of hot water. The ESi range offers 24 
Hour/5/2 day and 7 day programming options for each channel. 
And these programmers also feature a “Landlord” option to 
encourage social housing and private tenants to allow access for 
annual maintenance. Take a closer look at www.esicontrols.co.uk. 

There’s an exciting new range of expansion vessels available here 
in the UK courtesy of leading manufacturer, Flamco. The Flexcon 
Premium range benefits from a new and unique plastic membrane, 

and offers raw materials and energy 
savings, whilst offering a 15-year 
guarantee. That’s more than double 
the previous guarantee, when 
compared to the existing expansion 
vessels available.
Flamco has succeeded in developing 
a unique plastic membrane for 
expansion vessels of 2 to 80 litres. 
This innovation makes expansion 
vessels much more sustainable, in 

terms of environmental performance and durability, while maintaining 
high quality.
 
After intense research, Flamco decided to replace the rubber 
membrane with a plastic membrane made of thermoplastic polyolefin 
(TPO). Tests showed that Flamco - even with the new membrane 
- does not have to make concessions to its most important quality 
requirements - high flexibility and low permeability.
 
The life span of the new expansion vessels is much longer than that of 
the existing expansion vessel models due to the new membrane and 
also offers a saving on maintenance. Flamco translates this advantage 
to the end user by now offering a full 15-year warranty on the entire 
expansion vessel.   www.flamco.com/uk

The creation of an ultra-modern Teaching Building as 
a new core to a long established school in Oxfordshire, 
has included the installation of custom designed and 
manufactured stainless steel sinks, worktops and 
splashbacks from GEC Anderson for several of the different 
technical spaces.
Tudor Hall School, originally founded in 1850 by the Rev 
TW and Mrs Todd at a site in Salisbury, has been at its 
present location at Wykham Park in Banbury since World 
War II, while the past decade has seen some £15 million 
invested in ensuring the Independent Girls’ Boarding and 
Day School offers the best possible facilities. 
The Birmingham office of ADP Architects has been responsible for the design work on this latest project, while Clegg Construction Ltd of 
Nottingham was the main contractor carrying out the work. 
Acting as a specialist sub-contractor, GEC Anderson conducted site visits and liaised with the project team in order to ensure its custom fabrications 
met the school’s health & safety as well as technical and teaching requirements.  The manufacturer also worked closely with Tudor Hall’s Bursar, 
Neil Urquhart, to ensure its site installation visits in no way interfered with the academic activities as lessons continued throughout normal term 
time. Since its formation in 1962, GEC Anderson has built its reputation for the supply of top end stainless steel sinks and sanitaryware on a 
combination of innovative design, top quality materials and expert craftsmanship. In addition to the company’s Decimetric system of cabinets, 
sinks, drainers and other equipment - widely specified for sectors including health and catering – it is able to create custom engineered solutions to 
exactly fit any space or specification.    www.gecanderson.co.uk

University Prioritises Space Adaptability

Working with a number of different architects and contractors, 
Style delivered flexible space solutions in the business school, 
nursing hub and performing arts centre located in a multi-
million-pound development at the University of Gloucestershire. 
Contemporary Dorma Hüppe moveable wall systems allow 
lecturers and teaching staff to utilise open plan areas for 
larger classes, seminars and performances or alternatively, they 
can quickly divide the space to allow smaller sessions to run 
simultaneously and undisturbed.
Style has also provided the University with a comprehensive 
annual service and maintenance contract that covers all the 
partitioning walls.  This protects their investment with regular 
service checks and routine maintenance helping to deliver years 
of trouble-free operation in a very busy student environment, 
as well as safeguarding the walls’ acoustic integrity.  With 
demand for student places continuing to rise, the University 
of Gloucestershire has aimed to create flexible space wherever 
possible, allowing the most efficient use of the facilities 

available at all times.  The final arrangements for the University of Gloucestershire consists of three Dorma Hüppe Variflex moveable wall 
systems.  Both the sliding wall in the nursing hub and the one in the performing arts centre feature semi-automatic operation, delivering 
55dB Rw acoustic privacy between divided areas.  The manual Variflex wall in the business hub achieves a 53dB Rw acoustic rating and has a 
writable white board finish for increased functionality.
Each wall serves a slightly different purpose, yet they all benefit from exceptional acoustics, ease of operation and effective finishes that 
complement the interior design of the rooms. Style worked with Architect Austin-Smith and contractor Wilmott Dixon on the Business and 
Growth Hub, Integrated Architecture and contractor Barnwood General Works on the Nursing Hub and Heath Avery Architects and contractor 
E W Beard Limited on the Performing Arts Centre. www.style-partitions.co.uk

New UV Lining Technology Just The Ticket For 
Rail Culvert Renewal

A drainage rehabilitation team from Lanes Group plc has used the 
latest ultraviolet lining technology to strengthen a culvert under 
a railway line in Oxfordshire. They deployed a recently acquired 

ultraviolet (UV) lining 
system to line a 22m-long 
770mm-diameter brick 
culvert under the Oxford-
to-Hereford Cotswold Line 
near Chipping Norton.
The 14mm-thick liner 
is designed to give the 
culvert additional structural 
resilience, as well as 
prevent water seepage 
along its length. Five Lanes 
lining personnel worked 
in partnership alongside 

colleagues from their client, Balfour Beatty, working on behalf of 
Network Rail, to complete the culvert rehabilitation project in just 
over two days. 
At Lanes’ request and to its lining team’s specification, scaffolding 
contractors were commissioned to create a scaffold bridge across a 
brook and up to the downstream end of the culvert.
This provided Lanes with a safe and stable platform from which they 
could guide the liner into the culvert. With the liner in place, it could 
be inflated with compressed air, then the new ProKASRO dual core 
UV light train was sent through to cure the resin layers within it. The 
computer-controlled light train was fitted with eight 1000-watt UV 
bulbs which completed the curing process in two and a half hours. 
Lining Team Leader Gary Carey said: “The liner installation went very 
smoothly. The new UV system worked perfectly, and the additional 
power of the dual core system allowed us to cure the liner more 
quickly.” 
The UV lining project was completed with the liner being cut back 
to the headwalls at both ends. Balfour Beatty then grouted the liner 
ends as part of additional brick repointing works.
www.lanesfordrains.co.uk
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Great attention to detailing, using high quality materials and finishes
on all our custom and standard suspension systems produced in our 
UK factory. Call for brochures or to discuss your current or future projects.

Suspension Systems designed & manufactured by Shopkit

Rod SystemsCable Systems Custom Metalwork

Exterior Installations Standard & Custom Suspension Systems
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